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Question: 52
The operation process of the incremental of LUN copy in storage array, which is correct?
A. create LUN copy- > create resource pool- > select the source array and the source LUN- >select the target
array and the target LUN- > start LUN copy
B. create LUN copy- > select the source array and the source LUN- > select the target array and the target
LUN- > create resource pool- > start LUN copy
C. create resource pool- > create LUN copy- > select the source array and the source LUN- > select the target
array and the target LUN- > start LUN copy
D. all above statement are wrong

Answer: C

Question: 53
In the synchronous remote copy of storage array, if copy link break, will lead to the corresponding business
interruption in host.
A. True
B. False

Answer: A

Question: 54
When add LUN from S5000T configured asynchronous remote replication, Set the type to " timer wait begin at the
same time " Timing length is 720 minutes " Assuming 10:00 start synchronization, Synchronization process takes 100
minutes, so what is the time for the start of the next synchronization?
A. 23:40:00
B. 22:00:00
C. next day at 11:40
D. next day at 10:00

Answer: B

Question: 55
Multipath install failure in Windows platform in the case of old version do not completely uninstall, which of the
following method can solve the problem? (Select two Answers)
A. delete the current setup of UltraPath for Windows, restart the host and reinstall.
B. in the registry search ‘UltraPath’ registry key, delete the related key values of UltraPath in registry

C. run Setup.exe in installation disk of SUPPORTTOOLS, install reg.exe registry program
D. The PATH variable value in system add "%SystemRoot%system32; %SystemRoot%" and reinstall

Answer: AB

Question: 56
For backup and disaster, what size of striping depth are recommended the common used?
A. 8K
B. 16K-128K
C. 64K
D. more than 64K

Answer: D

Question: 57
Which of the following command can check kernel version information in linux system?
A. showname
B. uname -a
C. ls
D. linux-release

Answer: B

Question: 58
How to troubleshooting whether there is impact performance of failure hard disk in storage system (slow)?
A. under CLI check RAID LUN state, whether if it is abnormal
B. in storage debug mode, through the command of iostat -x -d 1 to check IO of storage system, the average
service time of some disk (svctm) over a period of time is obviously more than other disk, %util is close to
100%, and other disk are free, can judge the hard disk performance
C. on host side check LUN IO state under multipath
D. check the link state in host side and ISM storage interface

Answer: B

Question: 59
About storage network management software, which description is wrong?
A. equipment management can manage storage array device
B. business management, business flow management
C. topology display, visual display device of the current topology connection status
D. DHA service management, hard disk health data/performance data

Answer: A

Question: 60
The failure of install multipath is mostly due to compatibility, which components mainly needs to consider compatible
when install multipath? (Select three Answers)
A. with OS specific version
B. with HBA card
C. server system hard disk drive
D. with iSCSI initiator software

Answer: ABD
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